Consumer Image on the Package of Fruit Leather-tropical Fruit Base Product
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Abstract: There is plenty of production of tropical fruits in Indonesia, especially in certain harvesting season. Giving value added on these fruits can be provided through processing activities in order to make changes on products, and one of the alternatives is by creating the fruit leather. This product is categorized as a new product in the society. One of the efforts is by attracting consumer interest and affecting impulsive purchasing decision through the package. The research aimed at identifying consumer image on the packaging elements of fruit leather. There were 30 respondents taken by using accidental sampling at the central shopping mall of Carrefour Surabaya. The data was processed descriptively by using a table and graph. The research result showed that most of the consumers felt impressed with the fruit leather green package, bright color shade, medium size, made of mica, and tube shape. In addition, based on consumer image, fruit leather package is categorized as informative, easy to carry, and easy to open or close.

1 INTRODUCTION

Indonesia is known as one of the highest tropical fruit producer in the world. There are many tropical fruits produced in Indonesia such as jackfruit, mango, sapodilla, Java plum, sugar apple, sour soup, banana, mangosteen, durian, cempedak, etc. Statistical Board (2017) mentioned that in 2015, tropical fruit in Indonesia reached 19,393,364 ton that further decrease by 364,283 ton or equal to 16.72 percent in 2016. This huge decrease is related to classical problem of producer in terms of downward yields trend, low price during harvesting season and perishable product characteristic. In the other hand, fruit demand keep existing all the time with significant increase. One of solution could be offered is by utilizing technology of processing in order to enhance both value added and fruit supply in the market, and one of the technologies is fruit processing into fruit leather.

Fruit leather is one of product that easy consumed, practical, easy to carry, relatively low price, less sweet taste, and healthy (Abate and Christopher 2016). According to FAO (2016), fruit leather is one of fruit processing product in the form of sheet with sweet taste, soft, gummy texture, water content ranged between 15 up to 25% and storage capacity is up to 9 months (FAO 2016). Type of fruits oftentimes used for fruit leather material is those with high pectin content and strong aroma. Different from other processing fruits that widely known by people such as syrup, juice, sticky taffy (dodol) and chips, fruit leather is less known by people in Indonesia. This is because there are still less producer and limited marketing channel by online.

Fruit leather product is categorized as new comer in processing food market. In related to this, it is important to determine marketing strategy in producer level that matched to the product characteristic so that it will be easy accept by the market or known as commercialization. Based on Jalili et.al (2011), commercialization process has several definitions but the simplest one can be defined as the effort of introducing new product to the market or series of activities aimed to deliver knowledge about product being produced. One of strategy to be used is by putting on interesting packaging.

In a competitive circumstances business, packaging has become important role in stimulating impulsive purchasing behavior, increasing market share and decreasing advertisement cost. Pilditch (1973) stated that packaging has been considered as quiet seller that can affect consumer decision in buying the product. Next, Borishade et.al (2015)
mentioned that packaging is needed media to deliver the product into ultimate consumer that can be categorized as art to protect product during distribution, storage and trade. According to Grundey (2010), packaging could protect the product from any destructive element such as light, dust, oil, temperature, mechanical problem, water and humidity and also biological damage. Therefore, it is not only as protector but also other important use as benefit.

Klein and Burke (2001); Klimchuk and Krasovec, (2007) explained that packaging can have the function as a strategic element in showing brand, identity, and difference with other products. This also can communicate image and identity of the company in the positioning of the product, creating consumer perception and impacting the purchasing decision (Sajuyigbe, et. al., 2013). Other benefits of packaging also discussed by Ampuero and Natalia (2006), that this can affect the product purchasing before consumer choose a brand because it displays advertisement language with various forms. In addition, packaging design with pictures will add product benefit on an unknown product that this may affect young age consumer which usually like new things and make the trial.

Packaging has an important role in purchasing decision. Therefore, it should be designed by considering elements of packaging. There are three basic elements namely form, color, and graphic. Basically, composer variables on package consist of two dimension namely constructive dimension that involves graphic design, brand name, color, typography, and image dimension that consists of structure design, form, size, material and product information (Ampuero and Natalia, 2006; and Klimchuk and Krasovec, 2007). Importance of packaging design is also stated by Silayoi and Speece (2004), that the main element in packaging is a factor affecting consumer judgment and create consumer image on the package.

Kotler and Armstrong (2008) stated that image is impression gained by the consumer from an object. Strong consumer image on products gives several benefits for producers such as establishing difference with other products, creating consumer loyalty and opening the opportunity for development. As a new product, it is important for fruit leather to know about the image of a product to be used by the producer in creating policies for product packaging. The research aimed to know consumer image on elements of fruit leather packaging.

2 METHODS

The research was held at Supermarkets Supermarket Carefour Surabaya. It is purposively determined by consideration of fruit leather product that segmented for consumers with over average income standard (UMR) who usually buys daily needs products at the supermarket. Since the population is not known, then based on Gunawan et al., (1996) if there is the unknown population in the research, then sample determination may use non probability sampling. The method being used was accidental sampling, in which the respondents were consumer met by a researcher who experienced in consuming fruit leather. There were 30 respondents.

Data being used was primary data that taken by questionnaire distribution and close question. The consumer was asked to judge the fruit leather package exist in the market. Primary data consists of:

1) Visual component consists of color, color shade, size, material, design, and shape.
2) Package features component consists of easiness in carrying and open/close
3) The verbal component consists of product name, brand, producer, halal certification, nutrition, License of health guaranty (BPOM) and production date.

Data were analyzed by the descriptive method through graph and percentage. The main purpose of the descriptive method was learning aspects of what, how, who and when (Donald, 1996).

3 RESULT AND DISCUSSION

Package creation should consider several factors to attract consumers in affecting a purchasing decision. There are: (1) safety factor in which package should be able to protect the product from ray, air, bacteria, etc that may trigger product being corrupted, (2) economic factor in which package cost should not over product processing price, (3) distribution factor in which package should not cause any difficulties in distribution and display, (4) communication factor in which package should communicate product clearly to be well memorized and cause positive image on consumer (5) ergonomic factor in which package should be easy to be carried and open/close, (6) esthetic factor in which package design will give impression of beauty either in color, shape or image, and (7) environment factor which package should be environmentally friendly (Dhameria, 2014). Package creations that consider these factors will
give positive image on the consumer.

3.1 Image of Consumer on Visual Component of Package

3.1.1 Color and color shade of package

Package color has the function to identify the product, cause attractiveness, decorate product, ensure the readable information, and trigger action (Wirya, 1999). According to Pride and Farrel (2010) color to be used in the package has several meanings such as blue means richness, trust, and safety, meanwhile grey means strength, exclusiveness and success, etc. Although generally color has similar meanings color meaning is also affected by culture, for example, red for China means lucky. Chinese and Japanese give different meaning in grey color. This color is interpreted as a cheap product in China meanwhile Japan thinks that it is an exclusive and high price product.

A visual component that oftentimes becomes the main attention of consumer in seeing product package is color. Fruit leather in both and offline online market has various colors. Research result about color showed that there are 30 percent respondents felt impressed to the fruit leather package that dominated by green color. This color oftentimes used by canned vegetable producer as a label in Asia, Europe, and United States of America. In addition, green is also identical to agricultural products and freshness (Pride and Farrel, 2010). Meanwhile, fruit leather package dominated by black color did not impress respondents.

Figure 1: Respondent’s Image on Color of Fruit Leather Package

Similar to consumer image on package color in which dark color shade on package got less impressed of respondents. Generally, respondents had a good image on the bright color shade. This may be caused by the reason that bright color will reflect light further than dark color and make it easy in reading information attached to the package in showing that fruit leather product being packed by
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Figure 2: Respondent’s Image on Color Shade of Fruit Leather Package

3.1.2 Size of Package

Fruit Leather products were packed by using various sizes. Generally, there is Large, medium and small size in which each weight consecutively are 250 gram, 100 gram, and 50 gram. Research result showed that consumer got impressed with medium and small size fruit leather. This similar to Fauziyah (2017) who used the conjoint method 100 gram give the highest satisfaction among others on consumers.
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Figure 3: Respondent’s Image on Size Fruit Leather Package

3.1.3 Package Material

According to Mukhtar and Nurif (2015), there are various material can be used for packaging material such as plastic, wood, and paper. Fruit leather package was created from various packaging material such as plastic, mica, aluminum foil, glasses, and semi aluminum foil. Plastic material and aluminum foil were used to pack sheet shape meanwhile rolled fruit leathers were packed by glasses and mica. There were 30 percent of respondents got more impressed on mica material. This has several benefits namely to prevent damage on rolled fruit leathers, look more beauty and exclusiveness, in addition, it also suitable for soft
and crumbly texture product.

Other research result described that most of the respondents were not impressed to fruit leather that packed by glasses material. This material has several weaknesses namely heavy, high cost, fragile and low thermal shock.

3.1.4 Package Design

Package design consists of several elements namely image of product and material, the benefit of the product and mixed of these elements. In designing the package, the producer can choose to prioritize one unsure or mixed of the elements. In this research there were seven alternatives of package design: (1) prioritizing product benefit image, (2) prioritizing product image, (3) prioritizing material image, (4) combination of product image and benefit, (5) combination of material image and benefit, and (6) combination of product image and material image. Analysis result showed that there are 3 groups of respondents that have a different image on the package. The first group is those who felt impressed to the fruit leather package that prioritizes product image. According to this group, product image will give a description about the content of the package. The second group is the consumer that felt impressed to the package of fruit leather design that shows product and material. The third group is impressed with the package that shows material and benefit. This group is consumer type whose habit is consuming with paying attention to nutrition and impact after the consumption.

3.1.5 Package Shape

The decision in choosing package should consider several items such as; shape (solid, liquid and powder), and selling condition (selling in big number that will be re-packaged or ready to consume by ultimate consumers) (Wirya, 1999). Fruit leather in the market has various packaging namely cube, beam, long tube, and short tube.

Research result showed that there were 43.33 percent respondents felt impressed to long tube package. According to consumers, the shape is suitable for fruit leather that usually sold in the form of long rolled shape. This also similar to Fauziyah (2017) result that fruit leather packed by tube can give additional utilities on consumers.
**Table 1: Respondent’s Image on Verbal Components of Fruit Leather Package**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Verbal Components</th>
<th>Respondents Opinion</th>
<th>As Consideration</th>
<th>Not As Consideration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>People %</td>
<td>People %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Easy to carry</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Easy to open</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Easy to re-close</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>83.3</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**3.1.6 Consumer image on verbal component of the package**

Verbal component or known as the label is information about product identity belongs to the company that is aimed for communicating the product to consumers (Irrubai, 2016). Verbal component of the package can have the function as information and communication media to the consumers. The producer has interest in giving information about the product so that it can be well accepted by targeted consumers. In the other hand, the decision of consumer in purchasing food product is affected by many factors such as halal certification, nutrition, the license of health guaranty (BPOM), production code and expired date, etc (Noviadji, 2014). Product package of fruit leather in the market has been imaged by most of the consumers as the package provide complete information as follow:

**Table 2: Respondent’s Image on Visual Component of Fruit Leather Package**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Verbal Component</th>
<th>Information available</th>
<th>No Information available</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>People %</td>
<td>People %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Brand name</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Producer name</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>93.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Halal certification</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>93.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Nutrition content</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>93.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>License of health guaranty (BPOM)</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>License of Home and Industrial of Food Processing (PIRT)</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>90.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Production Date</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Expired Date</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**4 CONCLUSION AND RESEARCH IMPLICATION**

The result of analysis and discussion have shown an illustration of consumer image on several components such as visual, features, and verbal of fruit leather package. In the visual components, consumer felt impressed with the fruit leather in a green package, bright color shade, medium size, made of mica, and tube shape. In addition, the consumer also felt impressed to the easiness in the opening, re-closing and carrying. In the verbal components, most of the consumers have the image that fruit leather package has complete information. The implication of this research is that fruit leather producers are expected to produce more numbers of products by considering variation of package and consumer image on fruit leather package, and also maintain both verbal and visual component that has been positively imaged by consumers.
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